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PHP is a rapidly growing Web technology which enables web designers to build dynamic, interactive web applications, incorporating information from a host of databases, and including features such as e-mail integration and dynamically generated images. PHP4 added tons of features to make web application development even easier, and this book will show you how to make the most of the language’s powerful capabilities.
This book is a complete tutorial in PHP’s language features and functionality, beginning with the basics and building up to the design and construction of complex data-driven websites. Fully working examples in the book include a directory-style web search engine, a mailing list management system, a web-based file editor, and a graphical online shopping mall guidebook.     

Who is this book for?     

Anybody who knows HTML can use this book. If you’ve done any programming, that will be useful, but it’s not a requirement. You can run all of the code on either a Windows® or UNIX® (e.g. Linux®) system, and the book explains how to set up a web server and database in both of these environments.     

What does this book cover?     

	Complete tutorial in the PHP language
	Installation guide and troubleshooting tips
	Introduction to relational databases and MySQL®
	Practical worked examples throughout, including detailed case study
	All code written for both Windows and UNIX systems
	Detailed language reference included


        About the Author
   The authors are a multi-author Wrox writing team of professional developers.
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Facets of Virtual Environments: First International Conference, FaVE 2009, Berlin, Germany, July 27-29, 2009, Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes ... and Telecommunications Engineering)Springer, 2010

	In recent years, the popularity of virtual worlds has increased significantly and they have consequently come under closer academic scrutiny. Papers about virtual worlds are typically published at conferences or in journals that specialize in something - tirely different, related to some secondary aspect of the research. Thus a paper d-...
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Culture of Human Stem Cells (Culture of Specialized Cells)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first book to collect the most effective and cutting-edge methods and protocols for deriving and culturing human embryonic and adult stem cells—in one handy resource
This groundbreaking new book follows the tradition of previous books in the Culture of Specialized Cells series—each methods and protocols chapter is laid out...
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Managing the Matrix: The Secret to Surviving and Thriving in Your OrganizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A comprehensive guide to excelling in a complex matrix organization


	Debra was not in a good mood as she entered Johann’s office for their third meeting. One of her colleagues had just been promoted and, although the guy who got it was good, she didn’t think he was any better than her. Well, except at one...
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Starting Out with Java: From Control Structures through Data Structures (2nd Edition) (Gaddis Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Welcome to Starting Out with Java: From Control Structures through Data Structures, Second Edition. This book is intended for a traditional two-semester CS1/CS2 sequence of courses. The first half of the book, intended for a CS1 class, teaches fundamental programming and problem-solving concepts using Java. The...
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Telecom For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
New to telecom? Get the scoop on all the basics
    

    Order, maintain, and troubleshoot telecom services from area codes to VoIP    

    So you're now in charge of all that telecommunications stuff? Don't panic — here's your secret weapon! This plain-English guide will fill you in on...
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The Worldwide History of TelecommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The first comprehensive history of the Information Age how we got there and where we are going
The exchange of information is essential for both the organization of nature and the social life of mankind. Until recently, communication between people was more or less limited by geographic proximity. Today, thanks to ongoing innovations in...
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